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EYE WITNESS STORY OF DIEPPE RAID

BY

ALAN HUMPHREYS, Reuters correspondent with the Raiding Forces, on

board a tank landing craft off Dieppe, Wednesday afternoon.

Canadian shock troops, squadrons of Britain’s tanks, large force of naval vessels
and an armada of R.A.F. fighters are the players in this biggest of raids.

For eight hours in daylight I have watched the raiding forces battling against
a concentrated German opposition.

This is mainly a Canadian operation. It is a maple leaf premiere supplemented
by small units of Commandos, Free French and United States Rangers,

Throughout the sky has been filled by British aircraft. Countless squadrons of

fighters and bombers from dawn - indeed until the arrival back in England of the

raiding fleet - have swept over the Dieppe area to carry the war into the German

bases.

A thousand to one chance found the raiding craft carrying some of the commandos

being intercepted Just before they were due to land. An enemy naval patrol was the

cause with the result that not only were the commandos' craft severely damaged by the

German flak-ships and E-boats, who held their fire until the landing craft were only
about 200 yards away, but, much more important, warning was given to the Germans

defending the coastal batteries which were the Commandos' objective.

So when the commandos succeeded in landing on the assignment beach, they simply
walked into a curtain of fire. It came from every small am the enemy could muster.

The defenders even trained their anti-aircraft guns on the beach.

Against this rain of death, the commandos, who had needed some measure of

surprise to succeed, spent themselves in vain.

The guns, first vital objective of the raid, were never silenced, despite the

greatest efforts and sacrifices of the Commandos,

This initial failure was a setback which was felt throughout the whole operation

and was partly responsible for later difficulties.

To land and stay for nine hours was a brilliant feat of daring and planning, and

well illustrated the offensive spirit of Britain’s home forces and its leaders.

But a demonstration of even greater night - of complete mastery of sea and sky -

was given by the Navy and R.A.F. The Navy did a superlative Job in getting this large,

complicated and almost cumbersome convoy to the right spots at the right times. They

did it entirely without incident. No peacetime Channel crossing could have been

quieter.

So dominant was the Navy’s supremacy that during the many hours that the whole

raiding fleet lay a mere two or three miles off Dieppe, not one attempt was made to

attack by surface craft.

Dimensions of the air support defy adequate description. The rating beside me,

as he surveyed the midge-clouded sky created by the R,A.F, simply muttered: "It’s

prodigious. " This phrase was pregnant in its significance.

Here was the answer to all those complaints of lack of aircraft for land

operations, both in fighter protection and bombing support.

Fighter protection for the most part, was of the best type - out of sight. Of

the almost incessant air combats which must have gone on all day long, I saw only a

few, and of the many British and German aircraft destroyed or damaged, not more than

20 of these occurred within sight of the Fleet,
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Only a relative handful of bombers ever reached the waiting ships and a good
half of those never reported back to base* Even the fighters which came over showed

the utmost respect for our "air umbrella", They made a quick reconnaissance run over

the assembled ships and fled -if they could.. Not once did the Luftwaffe attempt to

fight it out with the spitfires guarding the vessels. That is the story behind the

enemy’s bombing bankruptcy.

Such is my summing up on this question which in its conception and execution has

been symbolic of the 1942 creed of taking the fight to the enemy. Here is the story
of its start and the finale.

At the port from which I sailed late on Tuesday night there was as much bustle

as in peacetime. Under the clear, moonlit sky of a warm summer night, the tank landing

craft, in appearance something like tankers, moved as though slipping along the

surface of the calm sea like great black slugs, and, like slugs, left a light

phosphorescent path behind them.

Steadily through-the night the flotillas pressed on, carrying hundreds of tons of

tanks while the men who formed the tanks’ crews slept easily in their hammocks.

The craft in which I crossed the channel - auspiciously known as number 13 -

carried tanks which were to be the third wave of armour to land, and she was not due

at Dieppe until about one hour after zero time.

Me arrived soon after the commandos had launched their attacks on the coastal

batteries at Berneval, about four and a half miles east of Dieppe, and at

Varengville-sur-Mer, about the same distance west of Dieppe,

The attack at Berneval, discovered before it could be made, was defeated and of

the surviving commandos who got back to the beach for re-embarkation many were wounded

and dying. At Varengville, however, the Commandos, many of them men who went on the

first Boulogne raid, carried their objective triumphantly.

They captured and destroyed the battery of six six-inch naval guns with

relatively light losses, and were soon afterwards withdrawn.

As the two parties of commandos touched down, so "sneak" landings were made on the

flanks of Dieppe - by the South Saskatchewan Regiment at Pourville and by the Royal

Regiment of Canada at Puits,

By now the whole coastline was springing into activity. The Nazis, in their

usual fashion, flung up immense quantities ofammunition at imaginary aircraft.

In some sectors, several minutes passed before the tracer bullets began to cut

horizontal coloured streaks through the diminishing darkness, instead of climbing into

the sky.

Simultaneously the battery at Berneval opened fire. The orange-red flash showed

across the sea like a light-house beacon, and the noise of the explosion as it rushed

past a few seconds afterwards gave the sensation of being almost as solid as the shell

itself.

With this opening round, the battery started a rhythm of heavy explosions which

not only was to continue without ceasing during the nine hours we stayed, but could be

heard even when we were over half-way book across the channel as squadron after

squadron of bombers followed each other across to France.
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A few minutes later a great mountain of flame spurted upwards from the

cliff and a violent explosion came like a Blow on the chest*

The commandos had completed their task at Varengville. The guns had been

destroyed. The South Saskatchewan Regiment had achieved a measure of surprise in,
their landing, and had encountered little serious opposition.

Commanded by a 34-year-old Lt, Col. a Vancouver lawyer, these boys from the

Prairies - their average ago is only about 23 - had waited a year and a half for

this chance to fight.

Fighting is part of their character. They had grown up in hard times - the

great depression and the prairie dust storms had meant long unemployment for many

of them.

Life was just one long fight and here was something tangible to hit.

They came from those towns in Canada which make geography a pleasure to the

schoolboy.

Places with musical Indian names, with strange, unusual, enchanting names.

From Assinibois and Estevan they came, from Swift Current and Oxbow, from

Moose Jaw and Medicine Hat,

Among them was 39-year-old Ulsterman Lieut, Jim Mulholland, a detective in the

Winnipeg City Police, cousin of the speaker of Northern Ireland House of Commons,
the Hon, H.G.H.Mulholland.

As fiery as his red hair, he joined up for the last war at the age of fifteen

and a half, served with the R,A,F, in Mesopotamia and wore the Mesopotamia medal.

The Royal Regiment of Canada, men from Toronto, had a stiff or task in landing

at Puits, about three miles east of Dieppe,

Beaton Back By the Beach defences at their first rush, they nevertheless

reformed and swept over the defences* *

A rising cresoendo of heavy firing by the guns of the escorting destroyers

told of the naval bombardment which preceded the landings on the beach at Dieppe

itself. As the bombardment ceased the ramps of the landing craft dropped and

tanks crunched their way across one of Europe*s most popular peace-time playgrounds.

With the tonics went men of the Royal Canadian Engineers, to clear the way for

tanks to enter the town.

There was also an infantry assault on the beach by the Royal Hamilton Light

Infantry (of Hamilton, Ontario) and the Essex Scottish (of Windsor, Ontario).

Tho battle was joined.

Out of a bank of black'clouds tho sun rose blood-red and shed a scarlet

radiance on tho sombre sky, symbol of tho bitter fighting ahead.

In the full light, it was truly an amazing sight.

The thunder of battle rolled over the town of Dieppe, the sky was filled with

aircraft - British aircraft, bombers and fighters.

At all levels and in all directions they flew, in twos, in fours, in twelves,

in eighteens; flying in line, in formation, in loose bunches; flying straight,

in great circles, sweeps, to tortuous convolutions; uncountable in theiro

great number.
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As I looked along the lines of upward gazing soldiers, all of then, I

saw, had huge delighted smiles.

"Just like bees round, a beehive", said Corporal Graham Johnson of the

Calgary Regiment (Armoured Division) who comes from Okotoks, Alberta,

Equally amazing was the scene on the sea. From close inshore to three

miles out lay an armada of all types of craft as thick as the fighters above then,
most of then stopped, but with an occasional light craft cutting swiftly

among then.

There were destroyers, motor launches, motor gunboats, tank landing craft,
and assault landing craft.

Bursts of anti-aircraft fire began to fill the blanks between the fighters;

and suddenly came the first casualty.

Hurtling across the sky at a relatively low level went a Focke-Wulf 190

and a burst from its guns hit a Spitfire,

Trailing a slight wisp of smoke, the British fighters fell -with a strange
semblance of grace into the sea, great gouts of grey water curving over and

closing the grave of a gallant airman.

The pilot, presumably, was killed, and, "may the deep sea where he sleeps
now, rock him gently, rock him gently, to the end,"

The Berneval guns, the crew of which now sec what really is happening,
open fire on the anchorage, to prevent which was the chief reason for

attempting to silence then.

Our vessel, which is fairly remote from the shell splashes, is none

the less shaken by the explosions, and some of the craft begin to lay a smokescreen

covering the eastern side of the anchorage.

The guns, however, have found the range and, three shells fall very close

to one of our light craft, which immediately starts its engines and, moves off

at high speed, its bow wave curving high.

Several German fighters now fly out of the sun and straight over the fleet,

heading at top speed for safety in occupied France*

Spitfires bear down on them; but the anti-aircraft guns of the ships and

automatic weapons of waiting reserve follow the fleeing Focke-Wulfs with

tremendous fire.

Two are seen to be hit and go off losing height, one of them smoking,both
with Spitfires swiftly catching up.

An air of impatience is now spreading round, our craft,' The tine is nearing
when our wave of tanks is to go in. Already the engines of the tanks on board,

have been started and their exhausts are coughing sharply and steadily;

In the front tank is Major Robert Taylor, of Calgary, - in peacetime an

accountant - who is to lead this wave on to the centre beach.

A sergeant rubs his hands and smiles. "It's like waiting for a birthday,"

he tells me, when I ask him how he fools•
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Major Taylor has switched on his set and is listening in to the progress on the
beach, where gunfire has been heavy - for some time, punctuated by big explosions.

I climb on to the tank and the major offers me an earphone.

Damage to tanks land fierce German resistance are the main burden of the reports
coming over.

One tank reports "My trades have been shot off; my turret won*t work. But I'm
accounting for a lot of Germans."

Another, which has reported that it is on the promenade near the Casino, is
warned about "the pillbox on your left,"

It is now 7.45 and for Just a brief second or two quiet descends over everything,
Ac this moment the constant cannonading in Dieppe all ceases; a fresh smoke screen

is being laid on the eastern side of the anchorage; the faint whirr of the propellers
of the Spitfires circling easily far up above is plainly heard; and the gentle rhythm
of our vessel* s engines, which keep us slightly under way, become markedly noticeable.

A perfect August day is beginning. There is a crystal-sharp atmosphere and a

cloudless sky out of which the sun blazes hot, picking out the indentures in the
Dieppe cliffs with velvet blade shadows.

Several of the men are now cooking themselves a breakfast on small spirit stoves
set up on the tanks.

Raids of this scale are not made without casualties. The Commandos have
sustained heavy losses at Berneval, The Royal Regiment have had a mauling. The
Essex Scottish and Hamilton Light Infantry have been severely handled and the South

Saskatchewan Regiment has run Into heavy opposition.

The Navy, too, has not escaped. One tank-landing craft is down by the sterm;
another is towed away with its ramp still down and two great holes in the bows. And

now a motor landing craft, listing heavily to starboard, cones alongside our vessel

for repairs - we fly the flag indicating the presence of the flotilla engineer officer.

Four Messerschmitts make another run through over the anchorage and fighters, like

a cloud of swarming bees, close in on them as they head for land.

To the west a parachute expands in the sky and on top of the cliffs to the right

of Dieppe a mass of oily red fire engulfs another Messerschmitt as it crashes.

The parachutist, who baled out of a British machine, has chosen his spot most

aptly. As he drifts down towards "the drink", coming out to meet him ore the craft

which are taking some of the Commandos back to England from Varengville,

One of the small craft begins to manoeuvre swiftly. In charge is a short, young,
shock-headed sub-lieutenant, with remarkably broad shoulders - on officer seen on the

Lofoten, Bruneval and Boulogne raids.

With his head cricked back he watches the airman and so neatly does he manage his

craft that he is alongside the airman Just as he touches the water, "He didn’t even have

tine to get wet," the officer boasted to me afterwards back in England, "He was an

American, and as I fished him out he said, 'I'm sure glad to see you.*"

Radio reports from the tanks ashore ore still not good. The Casino is proving a

strong fortress and the nearby tobacco factory is very strongly held.

Matters are moving more slowly aboard our vessel now. Time is passing quickly
and the tide is nearly at the low, which would make it impossible for us to land our

tanks.

The Germans have assembled about 100 British prisoners near the Casino, says one

tank’s radio, and further small parties are constantly dribbling in.
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A new smokescreen is once again "being laid to hamper the Berneval guns, and

the anti-aircraft fire from the fleet has just blown into many very small pieces
and a large cloud of "black smoke one of a small formation of enemy fighters.

By now the Calgary men in our vessel are getting quiet and not a little

dispirited. Their pals are fighting and dying on Dieppe’s "beach and promenade
within their sight and they are just waiting.

The tanks’ engines are silent and some of the crews are even sprawled out

on the canvas cover sleeping or sunbathing; quite oblivious to constant explosions

of guns on shore, guns on sea, guns in air.

It is getting much hotter, and the sailor who is baling out the now repaired

motor landing craft is stripped to shirt and shorts and getting quite a lot of

sea water over himself. The battle-dressed soldiers look enviously on.

Particularly violent bursts of heavy firing re-fix attention on the shore.

Black puffs in the sky over Dieppe and heavier thuds tell us Bomber Command has

come to the aid of the tanks.

Five minutes later it looks like action for us at last, A motor gunboat
tells us to fall in astern of destroyer guard. We circle slowly towards the

beach.

And at this moment, four and a half hours after the first shot was fired in

the raid, the fleet gets its first bombing attack.

A single junkers 88, twisting to evade firstly A.A. fire and then the

pursuing fighters, drops four bombs among the massed ships. All miss.

A quarter of an hour later a small formation of bombers come over, Once

again the seemingly impossible happens and no ships are hit.

One bomber, with the avenging fighters on its tail, falters and in an instant

is just a great tongue of flame falling into the sea.

Even as I write I can still hear the ping and whistle of bullets which from

a mysterious somewhere went close by my head, I slip my tin hat a little more

forward over the right eye, hunch my shoulders and strive to keep both my

notebook and pen from shaking.

The doctor comes to the rescue, "Three Star Martell", he says, as he hands

me his flask.

A shoal of dead fish go floating past.

The tank radio now gives the word everybody has boon expecting for .some time.

The men on the beach and promenade and some way into the town have had a

hard fight, but they have stuck to it. They have done magnificently.

"Evacuate", says the radio.

A new smokescreen along Pourville beach has already covered the withdrawal of

the South Saskatchewans,

The fleet is now heading northward and the escorting warships are laying a

really terrific smokescreen behind us.

Squadron after squadron of British bombers flies past us to make the bomb

line behind which the tanks and Canadian infantry are to withdraw.

"Nine squadrons of heavy bombers are going to attack the headlands" warns

the tank radio.

Ten minutes later we are bombed again, and though we do not know it, it is for

the last time. For tho several hours between now and our arrival back in

England the Luftwaffe docs not dare to risk more losses to our fighters guns.

Smoke now conceals tho coast for several miles and the last final drama of

the raid, the most gripping and intense of the whole operation, comes over the

tank radio.

As we go home I listen fascinated to the magnificent spirit which speaks out

over the tank radio as the battered remnants of the tank force fight a rearguard

action which Canada can well write into her military history.
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The words are simple; the phrasing direct; the tone almost nonchalant*-

But the story they tell is of an unbreakable courage and spirit against terrible

odds,

One tank reports that the crew are going to abandon their machine. The

reply from the tank commander is that the infantry are falling back and that

"all tanks which must be abandoned, must be abandoned now,"

As I stand with my ear fixed to the 'phone I see six spitfires fly by

low, reaching after a single wave-hopping bomber.

The radio speaks again, A certain tank is instructed to "go to new positions'.'

Four times the message comes. Each tine the instruction, "Over" finds only
silence as an answer.

That tank, those Canadians, have fought out their part in this rearguard
action.

From our vessel, the French coast on each side of the smokescreen is sinking

low, but the earphone tells us Canadians still fight and die that Hitlerism may

perish.

"Evacuate tanks or destroy them on the beach" instructs the tank commander.

The speech is now more frequently punctuated by the sound of the tank's

machinegun.

Twenty five minutes later the beach reports that a tonic landing craft is

holed and sinking. The voice which answers this piece of dire news is quite

unchanged.

"Can you see anything coming in yet?" asks the tank. Our vessel has
new-

been heading for home for just over an hour and a half.

Four minutes later the radio emits only a heavy burst of machinegun fire.

The end is very near. Another four minutes and I hear, "I am ready by the

centre tank landing craft to upload,"

Back comes the imperturbable answer," You'll see me when the smoke comes in,"

Only one more minute - the last.

"I have to upload, My guns ar e g one. I can do no more good on the beach,"

The smoke had came in.
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